STEP INTO
THE BURREN

EXPERIENCE, TASTE & TOUCH RAW IRELAND

Farm and nature experiences,
exploring the rich heritage,
biodiversity and breath-taking
beauty of the Burren.

GUIDED TOURS • FARM TOURS
THEMED HIKES • WATER SPORTS
FOOD & WELLNESS

BOOK A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE WITH US
WWW.BURRENFARMEXPERIENCE.COM

Sharing the knowledge and
passion for the Burren
landscape and lifestyle.
Bespoke tours that allow
you to taste, feel and walk
through one of Ireland's
most raw and breathtaking
landscape, that stretches to
the Wild Atlantic Way.

The O’Rourke’s trace their family

Tours are run by Cathal and

back over 200 years in the Burren,

Bronagh O’ Rourke, 5th generation

a UNESCO World Heritage

dry beef farmers. Their love for the

National Park in Co. Clare, Ireland.

area resonates in their strive for

This landscape has shaped them,

eco-tourism and the conservation

their life and has never eroded

of this rich and unique landscape.

their love for it. Share their passion
for the land, nature and farming of
the 500-acre family farm set right
at the heart of the Burren.

wildlife, as well as the native
alluvial woodland and lush
grassland.

the sustainable farming methods
and diversity of the Burren.

discover the raw and harsh beauty
limestone pavement, flora and

about rural life in County Clare and
that ensure the continued health

Reconnect with nature as you
of the Burren, renowned for its

With the O’Rourkes you will learn

Enjoy the best of Irish hospitality as
the O’Rourke family invite you into
their home with open arms,
kindness, passion and enthusiasm.
Welcome to our farm!

CONTACT
Burren Farm Experience
Boston, Tubber
Co. Clare, Ireland
+353-86 399 0440
info@burrenfarmexperience.ie
www.burrenfarmexperience.ie

BURREN

Feel
Walk
Taste FARM EXPERIENCE
Find the right way to experience the Burren, its landscape, history
and flavours up and close. Choose among the many packages we have.

WELLNESS
EVENTS

ART CLASSES

WILD FOOD
DINING

Yoga by the lake,
rejuvinating hike
and wild cooking
on the fire pit.

Guided by an art
expert, be inspired
to create in this
hour long outdoor
workshop.

Private dining with a
personal chef. Cooking
over a fire pit and local
ingredients

WILD FORAGING
HIKE
Hike, learn about
and forage seasonal
plants, with a
foraging expert.

SUNSET HIKE &
BURREN HIKE &
OYSTER SHUCKING PADDLE BOARDING
Enjoy a rejuvenating
hike and watch the sun
go down, as you feast
on oysters.

FIND OUT MORE

WWW.BURRENFARMEXPERIENCE.COM

Hike to Lough Bunny
and master the SUP
experience with an
expert's guidance.

OUR GUIDED WALKS
GUIDED FARM TOUR

Relive history, explore the past and
present of the Burren landscape. On
a vintage jeep you will see a working

FEEL

WITH TEA AND SCONES

farm and its historical buildings. Help
feed the calves of the farm, and end
your tour with a restful break in the
traditional farmhouse, with tea and
homemade scones.

GUIDED FARM TOUR
AND SHORT HIKE
Walk through the forgotten history
of the Burren, when we visit
Shantaghpubble chaple. Discover the
landscape on our vintage jeep and on
foot as you hike through this
spectacular landscape. Your tour will
end with a charcuterie picnic, which
lets you taste a variety of locally
sourced foods.

RAD MORE

TASTE WALK

GUIDED FARM TOUR
AND LAKE HIKE
Step into a living farm and feed our
calves. Learn about the historical
buildings in this farm and explore the
landscape. We guide you through an
8km hike to the shores of tranquil
Lough Bunny. Finalise your tour with a
well-earned charcuterie picnic of
homemade and locally sourced foods.

WWW.BURRENFARMEXPERIENCE.COM

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

WORKING FARM

PRIVATE PARTIES

TOUR

FOR SMALL GROUPS

Ideal for anyone with a special interest

We can accommodate small group

in dry beef farming and wants to learn

gatherings for outdoor events. This is

about the unique farming traditions

a perfect solution for anyone looking

and methods of the Burren. This is a

for somewhere really special for their

bespoke tour of the farm with Cathal

event, whether it is a family

O'Rourke, and you will also explore the

gathering, friends or any type of

farm and its historical sites on the

celebration. Make it a unique and

vintage jeep. The tour ends with a

memorable event for you and your

charcuterie picnic of homemade and

guests. Step into the magic of the

locally sourced foods.

Burren and create memories.

New for the season and an experience
for anyone looking to be close to nature
and its open spaces. Our Rover camper
hire is a new type of experience for
friends or couples looking to get close

to nature in comfort and in all types of
weather. The Burren rover offers a
great mobile, nomadic way to see
Ireland, be it on official sites or the
freedom of wild camping.

WWW.BURRENFARMEXPERIENCE.COM

CONTACT

Contact us to book one
of our tours, or if you
would like a bespoke
tour organised for you
and your group.

Burren Farm Experience
Boston, Tubber
Co. Clare, Ireland
+353-86 399 0440

info@burrenfarmexperience.ie

www.burrenfarmexperience.ie

